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License (ACLS) Non-permissive license. No implicit metaphors used, except my manifestation. (RFD)
All projects are property of the authors. (Ref. Email Authorization for release) Any intellectual rights emerging from the
projects remain at the respective Authors. (Excerpt) reproduction is prohibited, (Ref. Email authorization). Not for
commercial or governmental use, Ref. Email authorization. Http, pdf and email Allowed to see/read/react upon & listen
the projects for personal use. (Ref. email authorization for everything else.) Responsibilities Legal, metaphysical,
organisational and other (and of other authors) RFD.Beforge.Lleo and other Authors try to achieve a value addition to you
and other intended audience with creating, delivering this information and projects.
Products Products, distributions, projects, the mutually agreed deliverables on structural areas. Ref. authorization.
Distributions Free to alter your local distribution and start executables. Free to distribute original or patch added distributions,
eventually with local alterations as added patch files, which ensure that program-name and/or versioning is altered
appropriately. (Ref. Copylef.)
Slang clause Steel clause. Documents written by the Authors are not allowed to be interpreted differently than mend in a
reasonable way within the context of the text. Any concerns about singularity of the written text need to be
communicated with the authors. Word parts, sentence construction, slang and other recognizable subversive language
and/or eventually combined numerological systems are not used unless explicitly stated. Unintentional
spelling mistakes that do not alter the contextual meaning should be handled gracefully. (Ref. Dutch language)
Copylef All derived works, also excerpts in other projects, must be distributed under exact the same license. (Disclaimer)
(Terms) discrepancies with multiple licenses: RFD oo.properties commodities and free choice of handling of client, and
property of respective copyright holders and original Authors of the excerpts, projects. (Ref gnu.copylef)
Clients Companies, institutes, groups. Philosofic or strategic handling. At end of existence of clients, eventually on mirrored
ethical grounds: all (intellectual) property, that are considered an added value to the authors by those authors will fall
back to those authors and will be claimed. Ref: RFD.Open source definition. (Available on request.)
Email authorization The Authors take no (legal) responsibility, unless explicitly mutually authorized by Email. Ref. authorization
authorization Mutually explicit written authorization with PGPID authorization of an agreement by PGP challenge and
entering of individual pass phrases, without hidden or unspoken force or forged situation as a local extreme. of an
'authorization' (example proposed structural area: (intellectual) property)
Email
disclaimer@beforge.net
PGP ID Fingerprint
E66B 91E1 FDCF 726B 2C5C 3B10 82F5 30BE AA83 3056
Donation and support RFD is a group definition, a philosophic construct. Beforge! is like a business, build upon RFD, and
the only one allowed to evolute and maintain RFD. Donation and support does not give any property rights but are
welcomed. Donation and support can be any differentiated value (undocumented) organizational, situational etc.
LL support (ACLS) Non-permissive license. Free to donate (social/metaphysical) capital, no property or division rights. No
selling. No responsible, representative or property code change without grounded valid RFD reasons. No 55%, Day trading
or Day life.

